Functional assessment of coronary grafts on dobutamine pharmacological stress echocardiogram.
To verify the sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic accuracy of dobutamine stress echocardiogram (DSE) when assessing the functional status of coronary grafts: sufficient (SUF) or insufficient (INS). We carried out a prospective, observational study which included 25 patients submitted to coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG). The DSE and the coronary angiography were performed before the CABG and three months after the CABG. The left ventricle was divided into three territories per patient according to the three major coronary arterie: the anterior descending (AD), the circumflex (CX) and the right coronary (RC). Of the 75 possible territories, 54 were revascularized: 25 were specific to the AD artery and 29 of the CX/RC arteries. INS means luminal obstruction or occlusion greater than or equal to 50%. In 14 (26%) of the 54 revascularized territories the grafts were INS. The DSE detected ischemia in 16 (28%) territories; 10 of which had INS grafts. The DSE detected ischemia in 6 (15%) of the 40 territories whose grafts were SUF. Therefore, the DSE had a sensitivity of 71.4%, specificity of 85% and diagnostic accuracy of 81.4%. The DSE is a diagnostic method with high specificity and diagnostic accuracy, and good sensitivity for the functional assessment of coronary grafts.